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         Refresher course 

   GHP 104 160 689 v FCT [2014] AATA 515 

  

 

         Adding words 

   Taylor v Owners Strata Plan [2014] HCA 9 

  

 

Composite expressions must be read as a whole, 
not pulled apart word-by-word against a dictionary 
then re-assembled out of context.  Gordon J (at 
[35]) cautioned against this kind of ‘atomised 
analysis’ in remarks which were later drawn to 
attention in her swearing in as a High Court judge3.   

The point about composite expressions is not novel4 
but it is increasingly emphasised by judges5.  Tax 
laws are full of composite expressions - ‘supply for 
consideration’ in the GST law, for example6.   iTip – 
dictionaries alone rarely resolve contested 
interpretation issues, but they are even more a false 
idol when it comes to composite expressions.  

         Composite expressions 

   Sea Shepherd v FCT [2013] FCAFC 68  

 

         Status of notes 

   Director v Adams [2015] FCA 828 

  

 

One theme from Episode 2 is reflected in a recent paper from Helen Symon QC1 – ‘One’s best guide is always the 
text of the provision in question.  One cannot return to the text often enough, asking “What does the section 
say?”  One may travel through context, purpose, extrinsic materials or legislative history.  However, it is always 
necessary to return from one’s travels to the section.  What light do these travels cast on what the section says?’  
In other words, begin and end with the text.  We leave you this month with the High Court quoting from a 
1941 US case as follows2 – legislation ‘must not be read in a spirit of mutilating narrowness’.  Please enjoy!    

Steven Koufomanolis  guest editor, Tax Counsel Network 

     

Reading words into statutes used to be right up 
there next to heresy7.  With the movement to 
purposive interpretation, however, things began 
to change – first in the UK8, then later here9.   

The High Court in Taylor (at [35-40]) confirms that 
words can be read into statutes, but only where –  
(A) the provisions themselves disclose the 
mischief aimed at, (B) it is clear that parliament 
overlooked the mischief, and (C) you can say with 
real certainty what words would have been added 
by parliament had attention been drawn to the 
oversight.  iTip – this technique properly applies 
only for ‘simple, grammatical, drafting errors’.     

For general purposes, notes are now part of the 
Act10, as this case reminds us (at [30-31]).  Notes in 
tax legislation, however, may be subject to special 
rules11.  They are part of the Act, but do not have the 
status of ‘explanatory sections’ or ‘guides’.  This 
begs the question – just what can notes in tax laws 
be used for?  The answer is a little less than ideal.   
 
Notes cannot be disregarded but, equally, cannot 
control the text.  They are something less than 
‘explanatory sections’ or ‘guides’, but may still 
function as some sort of interpretive aid.  iTip – 
always consider the notes, but don’t let them 
dominate your thinking on what a provision means.                          
 

iNOW! has now covered a range of important 
interpretation themes.  This little R&D case on 
‘feedstock expenditure’ conveniently discusses 
several of them (at [166]) – importance of the text; 
the Act as a whole; context and purpose; policy 
issues (especially preconceived policy); composite 
expressions (see above); and statutory definitions.   

A good way to refresh your understanding of things 
dealt with in previous episodes is to read relevant 
bits from this case – simply click on the link.  iTip – 
to learn more, read further into the case to see how 
these principles played out in a practical tax setting.                     
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interpretation NOW! 

Episode 6 (the policy episode) – place of policy; generalised policy; preconceived policy; sources of policy 
iNOW! is not a public ruling or legal advice and is not binding on the ATO. 
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